
 

 

 

What is Verse Mapping? 

Verse mapping is an in-depth Bible study tool that takes you deeper into God’s word to look at a verse’s 

meaning and context. It is not the only way to study, but it does help you look at a verse in its context of the 

passage and history and apply it to your own walk with Christ. 

 

How do you verse map? 

Verse mapping can be as complicated or as simple as you want it to be. This is about a journey of growing 

closer to God and understanding His Word. So to put it simply, there is no one way to verse map. This is my 

general outline that I hope you will take and adapt to your own preferences.  

 

Kristy Cambron has a great blog about Verse Mapping and she has her own spin on it coming out as a 

video/book Bible Study in April. You can check out her materials here, but below is my adaptation of 

Verse Mapping.  

 

Note: I do not always do every step below. Depending how much time I have I may leave out various steps, 

especially depending on how familiar I am with the context of the verse. Make it fit for you. The most important 

thing is to dive and go deeper in your relationship with Christ. 

  

https://kristycambron.com/verse-mapping-101-steps-to-study-the-bible-like-never-before/


 

 

 

1. PRAY 

It is by the Holy Spirit we gain understanding and without Him this endeavor becomes fruitless. Every 

time you sit down to study, pray and invite the Holy Spirit to guide you in wisdom and understanding. 

“But the Counselor, the Holy Spirit – the Father will send Him in My name – will teach you all things and 

remind you of everything I have told you.” John 14:26 (HCSB) 

 

2. Pick a Verse and write it down. 

 

Choose a Bible verse of importance to you. Needs some ideas? Choose a verse from a devotional, a pre-

made Bible study, or even recommendations from a friend. 

 

 

 

3. Compare several translations. 

 

Choose at least 2 other translations of the same verse and write them down. Bible translations fall on a 

spectrum, ranging from Word for Word translations (literal word for word translation from the original 

Greek/Hebrew text) and Thought for Thought translations (contextual meaning is translated). I like to 

choose verses from both sides and the middle of this comparison chart.  

 

(Image below from Christianbook.com.) 

 

4. Examine the text. 

 

Focus on those verses. Highlight and words or phrases that stick out to you and look up the definition or 

the Greek/Hebrew translation. 

 

When you look at multiple translations, it makes it easy to see differences in word choices, common 

themes, and phrases. Then you can dive into your concordance in the Hebrew/Greek and really learn the 

depth of those words because the neat thing about Hebrew and Greek is most of their words have 

multiple meanings, which means some things are lost in translation. Dig deep and learn. Need a resource 

for looking at the Greek and Hebrew? I love https://www.blueletterbible.org/.  

 

https://www.christianbook.com/page/bibles/about-bibles/about-translations
https://www.blueletterbible.org/


 

 

5. Look at the context. 

 

This is where you look at the entire passage or chapter to determine how this verse fits into the context 

of the Bible. Remember the five W’s and the sneaky H from your school days? Yeah, they’re back. 

(And just in case you forgot, they are: Who, What, When, Where, Why, and How.) 

 

Here are some questions to get you started: 

 

 To whom is this verse directed toward?  

 What is going on in this and the surrounding verses?  

 What is going on historically at the time of this writing?  

 Why is this being said? Why does it need to be said? 

 

6. Cross References 

 

Honestly, this is my favorite part. If you are using a study Bible, it often has cross references indicated 

in the margins or footnotes. Apps often have notations that you can click on that will guide you to 

various cross references. These give insight into how the verse fits into the rest of the Bible and 

sometimes God guides you in a different direction than you intended to go. 

 

 

 

7. Application 

 

This one is a biggie. What is the point of studying God’s word if you do not write it on your heart. 

Reading and studying God’s word is great unless you do not apply it. Then all that work you did 

becomes fruitless. 

 

Here are a few suggestions for application: 

 Summarize what you learned about the verse in a few sentences.  

 Rewrite the verse in your own words (changing the “we”, “you”, etc. to your name).  

 Make a plan of action for the verse.  

 Turn the verse into a prayer.  

 Create an image for your verse. 

“Be doers of the word and not hearers only, deceiving yourselves. Because if anyone is a hearer of the word 

and not a doer, he is like a man looking at his own face in a mirror. For he looks at himself, goes away, and 

immediately forgets what kind of man he was.” James 1:23-25 (HCSB) 

 


